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Russia 
Boundaries 
Divisions - (old) gubernia, uezd, okrug, raion 

(new) oblast, raion 
FS uses old districts in Russia, new in Ukraine 
Archives organized according to the oblast boundary 

Archival sources 
Archive - Rusarchive site, regional sites, use the links  
FS - use the historical collections but the real treasures are in the catalog 
Soviet era/post Soviet - Using ZAGS 

Types of records 
Metrical books 
Revision lists/family lists 
Census records (especially 1897) 
Conscription lists 

Data privacy 
75/75/75 - FS image policy and document movement 

Other sources 
Genealogical societies 
Social media - Facebook groups 

Ukraine 
Boundaries - Part of Russia, Poland, Austria (Galicia) 
Divisions - (old) gubernia, uezd, okrug, raion 

(new) oblast, raion 
FS uses old districts in Russia, new in Ukraine 
Archives organized according to the oblast boundary 

Archival sources 
Archive - great state historical site and each regional archive has its own site 
FS - Use the catalog 

Types of records 
Metrical books 
Revision lists/family lists 
Census records (especially 1897) 
Conscription lists 

Data privacy 



  
 

75/75/75 
Other sources 

Genealogical societies 
Social media 

 
Belarus 

Boundaries - Part of Russia, Poland, Lithuania 
Divisions - (old) gubernia, uezd, okrug, raion 

(new) voblast, raion 
FS uses old districts in Belarus, amazing page on archive that describes the changing 
boundaries, in English 
Archives organized according to the oblast boundary 

Archival sources 
Archive wonderful archive sites that have guides on genealogical inquiries 
FS 

Types of records 
Metrical books 
Revision lists/family lists 
Census records (especially 1897) 
Conscription lists 

Data privacy 
75/75/75 

Other sources 
Genealogical societies 
Social media 

  
Moldova 

Boundaries - Ottoman, Russian Empire (Moldavia and Bessarabia),  
Divisions - (old) gubernia, uezd, okrug, raion 

(new) oblast, raion 
FS uses old districts in Moldova 
Archives organized according to the oblast boundary 

Archival sources 
Archive - 2 national archives plus 37 regional archives  
FS - mostly Russian-language church books from National Archive, 4M images, new 
contract would net 8M 

Types of records 
Metrical books 
Revision lists 
Census records 
Conscription lists 

Data privacy 
75/75/75 

Other sources 
Genealogical societies 
Social media 
Bluebird Research 



  
 

  
Baltics 

Estonia 
Most depth and breadth of all Eastern Europe records 
Cooperative in filming and displaying images 
Name changes in 1930's (200k by 1940) 
www.arhiiv.ee (archival site) 
www.eki.ee (place names database) 

Latvia 
Raduraksti - archive site with access to images, FS has 3 cameras in Riga 

Lithuania 
Epaveldas - cultural heritage site, many partners contribute images 
State Historical Archives - 13th century to independent Lithuania (1918), contains civil 
registry and vitals to modern times 
Central State Archives - documents post 1919 

Boundaries 
Divisions - (old) gubernia, uezd, okrug, raion 

(new) oblast, raion 
FS uses old districts in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania 
Archives organized according to the oblast boundary during Russian empire, see 
individual countries and archive for organization structure after the fall of the Russian 
empire 

Archival sources 
Archive 
FS 

Types of records 
Metrical books 
Revision lists/family lists 
Census records (especially 1897) 
Conscription lists 
Town registers 
School records 
Civil registers  
Passports 
Name change registers 

Data privacy 
100/75/0  (Estonia) 
100/75/75 (Latvia) 
100/30/30 (Lithuania) 

Other sources 
Genealogical societies 
Social media 

  
  

Armenia/Georgia/Azerbaijan 
Boundaries 
Divisions - (old) gubernia, uezd, okrug, raion 

(new) oblast, raion 



  
 

FS uses old Russian districts 
Archives organized according to the oblast boundary 

Archival sources 
Archive 
FS 

Types of records 
Metrical books 
Revision lists/family lists 
Census records (especially 1897) 
Conscription lists 

Data privacy 
100/100/100  (Armenia) 
75/75/75 (Georgia)  

Other sources 
Genealogical societies 
Social media - very active Armenian genealogical community 

  
Stan countries 

Boundaries 
Divisions - (old) gubernia, uezd, okrug, raion 

(new) oblast, raion 
FS uses old districts in Russia 
Archives organized according to the oblast boundary 

Archival sources 
Archive 
FS 

Types of records 
Metrical books 
Jety-ata - seven grandfathers in Kazakhstan 

Data privacy 
76/76/76 (Kazakhstan) 

Other sources 
Genealogical societies 
Social media 

  
General rules for Russian Empire/Soviet/Post-Soviet 

Western model of records is mostly applicable but there will be other times it doesn't make 
sense 
Archive visits - make all preparations before you go and plan to spend time and money to get 
the records you need 

Many times would be cheaper to hire a researcher on-site 
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